
Manufacturing

Improve Efficiencey with user-friendly web or mobile software Increase the bottom line by reducing order errors

We have developed a user interface that accurately
records the location of inventory and materials equipped
with RFID tags.  Items are automatically tracked and
logged as they move about in a predetermined 
perimeter.  This one point of entry approval process
eliminates costly human error. Our employee tracking
system creates a level of security to limit exposure and
liability of unapproved employees in secure locations.

www.rfidentity.com800.461.0408111 Congress Ave, Ste 400 Austin, TX 78701

Automate billing
Geo-locate shipments and deliveries
Digital signature verification

Email confirmations of delivery
Packing slip generation
Track employees loation within facilites

Proud Partner with Alien Technologies 

Top Benefits

Increase The Bottom Line

Reduce loss inventory Theft prevention

Instant order verification Accurate item counts per shipment



Security and Safety
Component

Tracking Daily Production

RF Identity streamlines your business process
allowing for a flow of information when the
order was placed until it leaves the facility.  RF
Identity's inventory system tracks your supplies to
ensure they remain at a level for optimal operation.
This gives management the tools it needs to keep
business running smoothly and eliminates
overstocking.

RF Identity eliminates the challenge of order
verification.  Our tracking solution delivers instant
order information starting when the order arrives at
the office. Your order status can easily be pulled up
allowing the customer to maintain their schedule for
on-time delivery.  The contents of your order will be
instantly verified prior to shipment.  In return, this
eliminates costly reshipping and over packing,
creating an immediate return on investment.

Automatically Track Extra
Work

Billing System

Through an advanced financial component,
companies can manage acount receivables to the
customer.  Our billing module allows for a quick
turnaround by automatically sending invoices
through our user interface.  Customized export to
accounting is the final layer, thereby eliminating all
manual data entry.

Improve security and reduce risks when time counts.
In the event of an evacuation or emergency, every 
second counts.  RF Identity will help first responders
determine who is accounted for and who needs to
be found.  The software can provide near real time
data of last known locations within a pre-determinied
perimeter.  Our products are guaranteed to increase
visibility, compliance, and productivity or we 
will return your money. 
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- Melanie, Operations Manager, Parkland


